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1. polite
2. great smile
3. reliable
4. high GPA
5. confident
6. impressive résumé
7. references
8. well spoken
9. impressive degree
10. well-rounded
11. energetic
12. looks put-together

1. taught upper-class manners
2. expensive dental work
3. high-quality healthcare keeps sick days down
4. able to focus on studies without having to support self or family
5. always told in school, “You can do anything”
6. able to take unpaid internships to build job experience
7. able to call on connections from powerful social networks
8. taught perfect “standard” English
9. family legacy aided admission to exclusive school
10. lessons in upper-class pastimes like golf, riding and sailing
11. can afford time to rest and take vacations
12. can afford high-quality, professional clothing and accessories

7. able to call on connections from powerful social networks
6. able to take unpaid internships to build job experience
5. always told in school, “You can do anything”
4. able to focus on studies without having to support self or family
3. high-quality healthcare keeps sick days down
2. expensive dental work
1. taught upper-class manners
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